WRONG BALL PLAY

REMEMBER TO FORESTALL ANY WRONG BALL PLAY (Rule 10.1.2)

EXAMPLE: Blue has just played the Blue ball: Red is now the striker
Rule

Player of wrong ball

Ball played

Actions

10.3.1

STRIKER

PARTNER

10.3.2

STRIKER

OPPOSTION

10.3.1

PARTNER

PARTNER

10.3.3

PARTNER

STRIKER

Replace and Replay1

NA

STRIKER

10.3.2

PARTNER

OPPOSITION

Replace and Replay1

NA

STRIKER

1. Replace and replay1 OR
2. Ball Swap2

Decided by whom
OPPOSITION

Replace and Replay1
1. Replace and replay1 OR
2. Ball Swap2

NA
OPPOSITION

Next to play
1. STRIKER
2. Next in sequence
STRIKER
1. STRIKER
2. Next in sequence

NOTE: Ball Swap is only an option when the Striker’s Partner ball has been played by the Striker’s side
SUCCESSIVE BALLS PLAYED BY SAME SIDE
10.6

OPPOSITION

ANY BALL

1. Leave balls where they are OR
2. Replace balls where they were

Non-offending side

1. Either ball of non-offending side
2. Either ball of non-offending side

WRONG BALL IN FIRST FOUR STROKES OF A GAME
10.5.3

The balls are replaced in the positions they occupied at the end of the turn in which the last valid stroke was
played and the score at that stage is reinstated.

The striker plays the next ball in
sequence.

PREVIOUS STROKE PLAYED WITH OPPONENT BALL
10.5.4

And last stroke played by
the other side

Any hoops scored in the
last two shots are
cancelled

Play starts again with a Penalty
Area Continuation3

For other Special Situations see 10.5.1 and 10.5.2
1. Replace and Replay (Rule 10.4.1)
All balls moved as a result of the last stroke are replaced, no hoops are made and striker plays
2. Ball Swap (Rule 10.4.2)
All balls moved as a result of the last stroke are left where they stopped, the ball played in the last stroke and its partner ball are swapped, any hoops are
counted, the non-offending side then plays the ball next in sequence. A swapped ball takes the offside status of the ball with which it is swapped.
3. Penalty Area Continuation
The loser of a coin toss chooses which Penalty Area play will start from and the winner of the toss will start play with either ball of their side.

